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if you have played the original game, you will instantly
recognize team fortress 2, but this version of the game has
been totally overhauled to be a completely different
experience. you wont get the same old games here, youll get
a new and fresh new game for free! massively multiplayer
games [mmog] it is the ultimate online experience, and with
millions of players all over the world, you will never find a
better gaming experience anywhere. the game is entirely free,
and weve got the best game servers in the world to make sure
you have the best experience possible. now you can
experience the best game online, all the time, with all your
friends. make your own forum! - a place for players to create
their own forums where they can list the items they have
found or made in df.- you can choose to keep your forum open
to the public, or create a restricted forum for only df players.-
you can also add your own mods to the servers community
files the game itself is very simple. theres a map, and its your
job to dig the hell out of it. youll need to trade, fight, and even
befriend other players. there are several modes to play,
including deathmatch, capture the flag, and team sports.
dwarf fortress will always be in development, but we decided
to release a very limited number of updates. the team will not
be adding new features to the game without you, as we want
to let you be the heroes of the game. to support df, we want
to add some quality of life improvements, bug fixes, and help
out the new players with their problems. meet the most
powerful of the universe, and help him to save the planet. you
are the champion of the cosmos. they were once man and
woman. now, they have broken apart. they are the ones that
worship you, for you are the one that they call the god, even
though you can't remember it. it is said that you are the savior
of the universe, and the one that will save us. o cinema with a
robust character creator, an infinite number of voxel based
maps and procedurally generated quests, your pixark
adventure will be completely unique. team up with friends to
form a tribe, or play on your own. spend your time building a
towering fortress or go on a quest in a sprawling cavern. fly on
the back of a dragon and smite your enemies with a magic
wand, or ride a mighty t-rex and blast your foes with a rocket
launcher. in the world of pixark, how you play is up to you as
long as you survive!
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